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EDUCATION – CREDIT FOR MERITS
PREAMBLE
As part of higher education, I present here what accreditation is and how it helps gaining
individuality by every unit of the society. It is not something prestigious to be fuzzed upon, but
valuable to be vested, trusted upon. When accreditation goes to every civic, I focus upon what
accreditation is to the higher education including collegiate and technical institution. Getting
into the meaning of collegiate and technical education makes accreditation to global accord.
College is from the Latin word collegium meaning association of collegues, like minded people
forming group to move ahead. They discuss, share and move ahead in a forum to serve a
common agenda, the core of agenda being arts and science to teach life. Technique is a critic on
the artistic expression. As against collegiate which popularizes the knowhow, technique makes
it perfect, make individuals accept criticism, get through them to emerge, to bring forth,
produce, engender the formal practical details of an artistic expression. Thus when collegiate
education makes strong, able individuals in masses to increase strength by numbers, technical
education pull every one out to be able as individuals connected by purpose as group or team,
to increase will by determination. Thus collegiate education is always a transformation, which
takes the paradigm shift when the cumulative assimilation of procedure, formal code gives up a
strong thought to be reformed to anew. Thus they both are associated as mutually exclusive as
temperament to take on skills contributing as part of the society. For this only, every group has
a vision, mission, goal, purpose towards which initiatives of each one must be, taking the
knowledge unbound in the universal space. While collegiate education has academicians
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teaching knowledge to fresher to be followed as fool proof methods, technical education has
scholars professing basics to kindle knowledge to be applied in real time situation resulting in
innovation and creativity. Academicians teach, scholars profess that academicians say do what I
say, scholars say follow if you are convinced with. Getting into deeper perception, we find every
human is egalitarian by core that he wants to be shared with knowledge not taught with. But
the efficiency, out come as ‘n’ times the fool proof is assumed to be more than the cumulative
of every individual perception in the time line made it to college earlier, which for higher
perspectives and global exposure is making all the technical education, making all the
cumulative of every one’s perspective to be higher. Right to think and express is progressively
vested for the e-governance, that you can take both collegiate and technical education
together. Software industry boomed in the recent times, made it possible that continues as
versatile for every individual, inducting dynamism in the society altogether. Accepting the good
of one is the righteous way to take it as your own. By making them fail through tricks, influence,
domination, institutionalism and authority, you may take on the regime, but the efficacy you
would get is not warranted for purpose, you lose your core strength to progress in the skill
which you win over too. History and epic has a lot good examples for this, observations on the
big shots too has several examples to this. Be just good and take on finding everyone are best
to their self. You then don’t need examinations, Suggestions will then make humanity
supporting efficacy as effortless and comfortable. You then don’t need MoU’s with
organizations and universities, individuals find their way by interacting through mails. It is
always easy to communicate an international expert online, than getting an appointment to
talk to. It is easy to convince, defend too that leaps are always possible.
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INTRODUCTION
Education is to ‘bring out’, as what it means from etymology, the core being Educere, to
lead, to bring forth your predominant trait to progress. When good is pulled out to use, the
revenue it earns supports one to be stronger in it, adding to it more and more. This paved way
for Professional, vocational education as gender based, class based education. Tradition and
culture made it to assimilation of all, brought interests as hobby and entertainment to take on
shifts that made public education system. Public education system gave way for basic common
qualities expected for a society, than a family or community that they are made citizens of a
nation to upgrade the common resource to be the asset of a nation. For having focused to self,
it is our duty now to find public education system is to assure, self esteem bring out in what we
are good at, not what is felt good at, that necessitates right to education. Internet provides
unlimited resource, information, knowledge that it is not a matter of academic calendar and
attendance anymore. It is not the fear on the system, but accessibility to get upgraded readily
taking the contents for progress. It is no longer memory techniques, but brilliance to apply
knowledge to real time situations. It is vested on the assurance that you don’t loose anything by
doing something, your presence will always be guaranteed from where you can always take a
leap, if you don’t step up. It is always true we take measures, preparedness only to step up,
leaps happen naturally for the continuous assessment on the real time activities you face with.
Thus problems are never problems but opportunities, they appear as problems only because
we are being watched, triggered, geared, manipulated, mutilated. We need to observe to
inherit things, not watch anyways. There are several minute, fine techniques of the real time to
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assure self within which we progress that we don’t have to give way for guess, we readily ought
to make it out and seek only progression. Thus keep the mile stone considerably ahead and
expect society to make you there for proven skills. Do not invite them to compete, shear and
loose. It is a day old technique. What if, if we don’t get through, we will leap through if we do a
little make over, for, no effort goes a waste. It is internet era that makes sure shot. It is fiat
money system that permits expansion for mindful, purpose oriented creation of jobs making
the government strong and willful.
WHAT IS RIGHT TO EDUCATION?
Before getting into right to education, it must be taken to consideration what right to live
is. What assurance of self esteem and dignity is. Unlike the public education system put forth by
McCauley, widely known as McCauley’s education system, which suppresses, evacuates the
inheritance and sets in certain predefined codes and concepts, right to education assures right
to live with self esteem and dignity. It won’t evacuate one to folly to set in, embed in the
common code, rather it pulls out the best, to which one is comfortable at, treats them all as
masters and thus preserves their inheritance and make them up. By this we make every one
special. No one is to categorization or competition, as first generation graduates, or second
generation graduates. They simply make the individual feel confident to move on always. He
need to be healthy and active, with right to think and express till the age of thirteen, where
there can be no schedule, no prayer and roll call too. There can be no queue, monitor, and
hierarchy, they simply learn to be, learn to think and express, get clarification to move on
confidently. Having found no concept is permanent , ever evolving, it is simply truth ever in the
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timeline and eternal truth is everyone needs his way of living, his space be taken for his living
ably. There is no kingdom, dynasty, to conquer things and rule on ever. It is misinterpretation
thus short lived thought ever. It is simply taking up things as granted with no question of giving
it back. If this freedom is there, space is there not to compete when one owns a space or thing,
we really achieve human rights as self responsibility. This makes us not to go fool fighting for
something, eventually when the fight is over, the thing for which we fought tough appears to
be small later on when our mind expands that UN too suggests higher perspectives. It is in the
verge of accommodating every one with no question for the competency, for which we seek
transparency and accountability. When the competitor or the one who aims for the same thing
gives it with a smile to take on friendship, fraternity, there we win as human. Yeah, I have one, I
am giving it to him, You want one, I will create one for you too, must be the facilitation given by
the leads, government. When I said, till age thirteen , we must find yourself as the only one and
seek things what we want, at the age of thirteen, having excelled in hygiene, health and self
confidence, communication skills, known of worldly matters, finds what his profession is. From
thirteen to eighteen, at his will, he finds related concepts, take real time happenings, apply
knowledge and puts forth solution by which he becomes a professional by self. There is no need
to find what someone else is doing, what someone else aspires for, one can always take a shift,
but naturally he will stick on to one exploring more finding versatility to be unique. We are not
left alone, we are being guided by nature that it is not routine, it is not perfection, but what
occupies your mind first to be cleared to move on breaking the routine. When one reaches the
age of sixteen, he would be in a position to get attached to an organization, institution, which
we say as collegiate education in which he makes himself comfortable to work with others,
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share things progressive that he earns too. Needless to say, his contributions ever since as
innovative get him appreciation, patent, credits, rewards and so on. Thus no one goes in grief,
the government too need not spend more, waste more too, dilating the morale to be grabbing
and say that is intelligent, corrupting and say you have no way to move on.
Prime minister’s kowshal vikas yojana is there. There are more schemes with AICTE ,
none goes to fruition because they have the knots to saute one to be deadly secular when he
passes out. Needless to say he becomes deadly aggressive on self when he passes the saute.
What if, if one is granted what he wants and you say he is not qualified, accredited to the
standards? What is a standard, first of all? It is something laid down as the possible by one, thus
he makes it as standards for all. Make him to repeat, I am sure he won’t through the standards.
Makes a new and go abroad. He ought to make himself to tactics, to prove he has more than
that. Normally, employees, those who seek a graduation, job would not be to it, because they
find getting a job, graduation is difficult. Thus he would say, he remain dormant, deaf and dumb
during the process of accreditation, examination where the procedure fails. Instead if you
organize the skills presented to be transparent and accountable, suggest a little to curve up, not
taking out , pruning even simple things, his satisfaction makes him holistic, add more by self
which is accreditation. Thus accreditation is always self esteem and dignity. When we say we
must have right to development, right to think and express, we form a part of egalitarian
society where giving out new things makes one progress always, shifting everyone else to a
new paradigm. Thus it is never win and lose, winning self always finding there is no lose at all.
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What if, if you don’t get what you aim at, will no longer be the scenario. Aim big, you will be to
it, naturally, automatically effortlessly too.
Having said what accreditation is, I ought to say it is my soul filling arena. You will be
thrilled to look at ability speaking, each narration of self as resume makes you dynamic in the
purpose of system. There is no hierarchy, but it is sure, every one find comfort, frequent
promotions that makes the system, oriented towards purpose. If this is given, GDP will truly add
to the nation where you will find inflation is a term of illusion. We don’t have to take challenge
to reduce inflation to 1% to go in par with US, we shall make every nation dissolve inflation
making the government strong and commanding to give what we need.
Let me narrate a story of Mahabharatha here, though I am not for epics. Lord Krishna and
kushela were friends in childhood. Lord Krishna plays with him ever and eventually he became a
great king, kushela a normal dweller. He always been pointed of his friend Lord Krishna or
thinks of him always that he did not get inducted himself to earning. Finally a crucial situation
came in the family, when his wife told him to get the help of Lord Krishna. He then says Krishna
will ask what I had bought him. His wife gave him some pressed rice in knots of a cloth. He
moved on to meet Lord Krishna, when he greeted him warmly and asked what have you bought
for me. Kushela said I have nothing, but this much of pressed rice only. Lord Krishna asked him
to sit by his side and had a handful of pressed rice several times. Each time when he takes the
pressed rice, the well being of Kushela’s family elated up and up and finally when all the
pressed rice is over, Lord Krishna said, go back to your family and live happily. This story says us
a lot for the perception each one would have. Each of them must be given the right and the
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freedom to find which one is fair and good. It appears to me, he said to Kushela, I did my best
for the life time, make it all yours here after. This sort of sovereignty must be there when you
accord yourself in every paradigm shift. The perception you make gives the confidence as you
wish to stay back taking Lord as permanent giver, or you wish to move on by yourself. Between
these two there are several options left with and that decides your status ever. Value of money
is only this, the positive temperament you have and the self esteem you maintain. Education
can never be bought by money, thus management quota is meaningless. It dissolves fake
obedience, and the one who buys his place say I own it, I don’t have to oblige you and that is it.
It is like we pay for good water, for maintaining self-esteem, to move out of institutionalism and
authority, we pay for our place in education paradigm. They too have no attendance and
academic calendar but are assumed to be granted for money. Government is our treasury, not
charity, offer something, claim and move on. If this is right to education, we will have infinite
number of real good projects, infinite number of real good students, pillars of nation, soulfully.
It is mind always, not money. Thus accord to the international paradigm is reconciliation,
orienting yourself after knowing several facets, several dimensions as what you wish to fix up as
your dominant profile, predominant right as an individual. This makes the core for moving
ahead, not what basics you have, that means when you graduate every stage it won’t force you
to be in line with the previous, earning post graduate, doctoral degree and all. You can make it
to the content always right through too. Never ever the monitors, assessors are to ask, why
should we permit you fresher to be able and innovative when we were not given the
opportunity when we were like you. If time line is trend, we are not moving ahead, we are
convoluting to self again and again. Thus when we find convolutes as trend, stop , it is not to
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encourage you but to warn you to take a shift to form concentric circles that you have a known
path running parallel to you giving you confidence. If that is government, feel how progressive
we are?.If that Is global governance feel how blessed we are?
We need not travel across the world to be of international recognition. Virtual space
makes it all. You can find the help of any professor, in any university readily, if your core is
truth, only that matters. It is not necessary that you need to prove yourself to be someone
intelligent, someone worth than others. It is simply making your self worthy. You make yourself
worthy by presenting something, naturally, it must receive a recognition, appreciation and
more of its worth true to the fact to be progressive. If it is the assessor, they will surely do it. If
it is someone next to you, they travel all along, slashing what you are presenting that your life
becomes a fight altogether, struggle to survive, when you are blessed to live all your life as
yours. This is the reason accord is enforced all across the world. But I don’t know it takes the
other way around as accreditation, as extraordinary merit of one as always. The funniest truth
is everyone takes it like they are the only one. Every institution says it is affiliated to, accredited
to, as big when they themselves are really big. They are all simply routine to make yourself
defined, to be of one mind as what your vision, mission and goals really are.
How does accord helps in reality? You are moving ahead in the zone of popularity where
you edge as celebrity. In the mean time, the waves mooted around for the introduction you
have in different segments of your life poses checks that you will end up fighting for a mean
cause and move out helplessly. Whenever you move ahead you will be reminded of this haunt,
haunting truth that corrupts you to be helpless again. Probably the personnel who had a fight
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with you will be to patch over the progression to someone and leave you in messes. Accord
helps here. Simply define what you aim at as self claim and take on the help of the assessor,
governing people to be transparent and accountable. You then find lifts effortlessly.
CONCLUSION
I had touched upon what collegiate education is, what technical education is. What we
deserve as education? What education is, as art of living? And so on. We define our life, not
destiny. Destiny is what our mind says, that accord is essential to make it life, not the end. It is
not a scrutiny, but facilitation. A small recoup on the approval, affiliation, accreditation,
university department, university will revive dynamism in the system. Approval is to all
institutions willing to start up as an institution. Government need to give guidance on
admission intakes, facilities for the allocated intake and areal extent, student teacher ratio,
library and so on. I remember a few of this kind, find all of them are not needed in this internet
era. When burst outs were to the extremities of showing how powerful the administration is, I
was told, start up an university of my own and implement web education if I want. I came back
home and started working online, creating a web site. I made it for the efficacies of all in my
home, I never defined it is university department, but yeah, it is. Despite all irritating ventures
pushed into me to demote me, I am much delighted to see my performance to continuous
assessesment, slashed them all down as enmity. Everyone are my well wishers now as I ever
consider them. Emotive would have smashed me to dirts in no time, if I had not been backed by
my institutions where I studied, Where I work and the entire government including UN. This
piece of information could be out of the format for an international article, but I feel it is simply
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truth that receives attention ever. Most of my articles are to his category only, after I came out
of CIT to work for the society. My resume is wrapped up fairly and handed over to the
management safely. There had been several situations when I am forced to say, retired from
paid services. I don’t, I don’t feel so till this time. Why should I, when everyone have their own
space to move on. A civilized society will never have targeted individuals. Point out where I lag
and find it was up manifold in no time.
Keeping this aside, when approval is a must for every institution, right to education
makes it to everyone. There is no par on the requirements. You make them excel by giving
them real good opportunities. Affiliation is for a short while taking advices on the procedures
and routine from an established university to stand sovereign. Smaller, the period affiliation,
more the justice to affiliation procedure. Accreditation is not a night mare again, it is finding our
self comfortable, settle to reality and take on as against the illusion we set forth initially to
boom up to find place amidst peer pressure. The feel one gets when they move out of the
mass, to hold on a job as an individual makes him to accreditation, to form teams. It is thus to
emerge out significant as what contributions a course could make to keep ahead of their
department for the facilities and learning, excellence they have. We now find not the output,
but outcomes that set to truth as there are no defined standards. We make it to show up as if
the quality can be there only if we work against set parameters of measures. It is not to quality
certainly, quality cannot be measured, but felt. Thus it can only be statements, as accords what
you find as to be of one mind. When you find a shear, tough scenario, you voluntarily give a dip
to settle down as two, to tow, from to form and so on. You get confused as what is right and
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left. These are all not dyslexia, but to ascertain, the focus of self is not to commons. As I ever
define, it is not the set trait of one, but trait set to everyone. Feel life and live, rather than
running to reach a mirage. Mirage is the hue of the set vision, that find you are standing on it,
right on the set standards. When you accord yourself to be the president of UN, you are for
sure. When you make it as deputation, it is. When you make it as educating for reformation, it
is too. The routine to check I move out when the winning point, shift to routine comes is not
needed for sure, I am what I am, I am what I define as I am. This goes true only when you are
affluent not by money but simply by brilliance. Do not set limits, make it at times when you find
you get drifted, which is settlement, not agreement, not the status quo too. We find personality
disorder, multiple personality, split personality, border line disorder and all, that talk about the
likely dismay you get when you are expected to move ahead for which you declare your resume
for open assessment. It is no longer needed for it is long felt there is nothing that costs less
than civility. Civil is not commons, Civil is citizen. It's aye gude to be ceevil, is a Scottish proverb,
meaning it is good to be civil that if something you pronounce sounds curious, leave it as
blessings of global nature. Don’t take it as an honour though. Accord is this, how you make
yourself unique and special, confidently. Inferiority complex is unwarranted. It reflects
sympathy as self pity only. Form a frame work always and stand by it. Yield for undue
challenges, standing firm for your progress. It is never at the cost of others’ will. It is never only
one, but everyone. When accord is given, we move into the paradigm of golden words, golden
rule of ethics, do good as against don’t do bad, silver rule of ethics. We are into the global civic
stance as, to say do it like this, than don’t do this. All evils across the world since human
inception are for want of recognition only. Aspirations we aim at cannot happen by being
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pushed from back, from majority, but pulled in from the lead, the personnel ahead in the
paradigm offering more and more of opportunities to be chosen with absolute confidence and
move always ahead. Where shall we find a place where we could stay for something to happen,
could wait for something to complete too?.Mind is faster than air. Believe intuition, build it
strong, and take things for self, according them all for fair. When I say every one can do, if you
throng upon me on doing so, you fail. You fail creating trust as part of the system.
“Self actualize, accord yourself always as comfortable and effortless”
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